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Wellness Services provides free access to self-care app

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In an effort to further support Lawrentians, Wellness Services is promoting
a mobile care app named Sanvello, which
is being offered to all students for no cost.
According to the Lawrence University Wellness Services’ website, Sanvello is designed
to “relieve the symptoms of stress, anxiety
and depression.”
Associate Dean of Wellness Services
Richard Jazdzewski strongly supports
students’ use of the app, as it aligns with his
focus to create an environment of wellness
and self-care for university community
members and to empower students to
thrive. This app can be used in conjunction
with mental health services on campus or
can be used privately.
Sanvello offers meditations, daily
mood tracking, assessments, a journal and
a community board of hope. To allow for

easy access to help, the app also lists phone
numbers for Lawrence’s specific emergency resources: the Lawrence University
24/7 Counseling Crisis Line, the Appleton
Police/Fire Department, Wellness Services,
Campus Safety, Outagamie Crisis Intervention Helpline, Sexual Assault Crisis Center,
the Crisis Text Line and the St. Elizabeth
Emergency Room.
When creating an account, if students
register with their Lawrence email they will
be able to receive free access to all content.
This effort is provided by funds from the
Kaitlin Mahr Library fund, which stemmed
from a group called Kaitlin’s Table.
Kaitlin Mahr was a junior honors-level
English major at Lawrence University when
she died of an accidental overdose in 2007
during her battle with bipolar disorder. The
Mahr family has continued her legacy by establishing Kaitlin’s Table, a group that seeks
to collaborate to discuss adolescent mental
health issues and reduce stigma.

One of the goals of Kaitlin’s Table is to
connect at-risk adolescents with appropriate
health services, and the group has continued
to pursue additional grant funding in order
to fulfill its mission.
According to the Mahr family, Kaitlin’s
Table’s primary goal is to change “the face
of mental illness recognition, diagnosis and
treatment.” Through this mental health
awareness campaign, funds have been provided to Lawrence University to encourage
support and to destigmatize mental health.
Kaitlin Mahr was always upfront with
people in regard to her diagnosis of bipolar
disorder. She was honest about her battle,
and Mahr informed her professors of her
health as she continued to fight. When Mahr
died, her family promised to be honest and
openly explained her condition in Kaitlin’s
obituary. In her father’s eulogy, he even
acknowledged how uncommon it was to be
straightforward regarding depression.
Kaitlin Mahr had accepted her illness

Posters with more information on the new app, “Sanvello,” can be found around campus.
Photo by Alex Dahl

and was working towards control, all while
being open and honest with people about
what she was encountering. This honesty
has motivated the Mahr family to combat

stigma and support youth, which is most
recently being done by funding access to the
Sanvello app for Lawrence students.

Sixth Annual Lawrence Giving day to take place next week

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________
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In order to encourage the Lawrence
community to give to their favorite area
of the college, the sixth Annual Lawrence
Giving Day will occur on Thursday, Oct. 10.
This one-day-only fundraising event will
include a live online show as well as new
challenges and pop up events throughout
the day to involve students.
Last year’s Giving Day raised over $1.79
million from nearly 3,000 donors. Giving
Day’s success is largely due to the fact that
any gift given is matched dollar-for-dollar
by Lawrence Game Changers.
These Game Changers include alumni
as well as friends and family of Lawrence
University who have committed to match
donations from others in order to give to the
Lawrence Fund. The majority of the money
raised on Giving Day goes to the Lawrence
Fund, which affects every Lawrentian and
ensures the most flexibility with the money.
Aside from matching each dollar, Game
Changers have also committed to match
gifts made by members of the classes of
2003-2023 with $500. Additional Game
Changer funds are unlocked throughout different challenges designed to further involve
donors and students.
These challenges include encouraging
the Lawrence community to reach 1,000
donors before noon, share the Giving Day
Facebook post 200 times, tag 150 people
in the Lawrence University Facebook post,
complete all of the Lawrence Word Puzzles
and get involved with a mystery challenge.
New pop-up events are particularly
geared toward students, according to Assistant Director of Annual Giving Sarah
Schlichter, in order to encourage students
to have fun as well as “educate them on the
importance and impact of philanthropy.”
Pop-up events will include a trivia game,
a photo booth, a cash cab, an instrument

challenge and more.
Participation in these events results
in punches on each student’s punch card,
which will be given to them at their first
activity. Each punch will enter them into the
Giving Day Student Giveaway for a chance
to win a basket of gift cards, coupons and
other items. At each event students also
have the possibility to win other prizes.
The first 25 people to arrive at each
of the following events will also receive a
free Giving Day t-shirt: Spin the Wheel
Trivia Event, Make Some Noise for Giving
Day Event and What’s on the Menu for
Giving Day. Check the Lawrence University
Calendar of Events for specific times and
locations.
In the evening, the Giving Day activities
continue with a game of The Price is Right
from 8 to 9 p.m. in the Mead Witter room
of Warch Campus Center as well as the live
online show airing from 7 to 8 p.m.
The online show will feature Lawrence
alumnus and American Broadcasting
Company (ABC) News Correspondent Terry
Moran ’82. The show will feature interviews
with faculty, campus updates and highlights
from students.
With 98% of Lawrentians receiving
some sort of financial aid, Giving Day is
an opportunity for students to share their
gratitude and milestones with donors as
well as their peers.
Along with other scholarships and
grants, Lawrence University also has a
Full Speed to Full Need campaign, which,
according to the Lawrence website, seeks to
“make Lawrence an institution that meets
100% of every student’s financial need.”
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LUCC Gender Inclusive Facilities Task Force
creates gender neutral restrooms across campus

Beginning this term, Lawrentians will have access to gender inclusive restroom facilities in most restrooms on campus. This change is
due to an initiative by the Lawrence University Community Council
(LUCC) Gender Inclusive Facilities Task Force to make all Lawrentians
feel welcome on campus. The task force has converted 33-66% of
binary restrooms into inclusive restrooms, while also posting signs
outside restrooms with the location of the nearest binary facility for
those uncomfortable with gender neutral restrooms.
Photo by Sarah Navy
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Center for Career, Life, and Community Engagement
invites companies to campus for Career Fair
McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Thursday, Sept. 26, Lawrence
University hosted a career fair where
over 25 companies came to give their
pitches and make connections with college
students. The companies involved included
everything from tiny, 15-person startups
to massive 40,000 strong companies like
Johnson Company, which makes almost all
of the thermometers in the country or local
nonprofits like the Riverview Gardens. The
FBI even had a representative at the fair.
Each organization gave a short pitch
about what they do, who they are looking for
and what kinds of jobs are available. From
there the fair split up and students were able
to wander around and make connections
with any of the companies that sounded
interesting.
It was a great experience for students to
network for possible future jobs and internships. Approximately 100 students were
at the fair, and not only did the amount
and variety of companies appeal to every
student, but the positions they were seeking

to fill could fit any student as well. Some
companies were hiring full time and were
looking for about-to-graduate seniors, while
others were just looking to fulfil internships
for underclassmen in the summer, and everything in between. Any student that went
would have gotten much out of the event.
The fair itself was put together by the
Center for Career, Life, and Community Engagement (CLC), who are looking to expand
what they do in order to help every Lawrentian graduate with a fully formed plan.
The Lawrentian was given the opportunity
to sit down with the Riaz Waraich Dean for
Career, Life, and Community Engagement,
Mike O’Connor, in order to see what kind
of direction the department wishes to head.
O’Connor himself was brought in just at the
end of last year and hopes to make some
big changes in the department itself. Most
notably, he said, “We are trying to build
ourselves into the first year experience.”
According to him, one of the biggest issues
is that students do not have a plan for when
they graduate, instead waiting until the last
minute or even worse, thus leaving with no
direction. However, CLC is a fantastic, often

underutilized resource for students. They
can help create plans by working with you to
see where your skills and interests are and
what fields that can push you towards, or
they can do simpler things like resume help
or practicing for job interviews.
Their plans for interacting with the
student body are only getting bigger and
better. For example, they are starting to
partner with alumni and various organizations to give current Lawrentians contacts
for the future, and they are hoping to work
with various clubs and groups on campus
to give the ability to utilize some of those
skills. In addition they will continue events
like the career fair in order to continually
connect Lawrence with the outside world.
Much of what they are doing, spearheaded
by O’Connor himself, is breaking down the
Lawrence bubble to ensure the success of
every Lawrentian. The CLC can be found
at the back of the library or on the second
floor of Chapman Hall. Utilization of these
resources can be done by making an appointment via email or by using walk-in
hours four days per week.
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Submit Your Nominations for
Convocation Speakers!
Lawrence is seeking nominations for
Convocation speakers for the 2020-21
speaker series.
Submit your nominations to Assistant
Professor of Art History and Curator of
the Wriston Art Galleries Beth Zinsli at
beth.a.zinsli@lawrence.edu.

Photo Feature: Octoberfest
Photos by Allegra Taylor

Hundreds of Appleton residents took to the streets on Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28 for Appleton’s annual Octoberfest celebration. The event featured dozens of food carts, local vendors selling handmade wares and a classic car show.

Gender Inclusive Restroom Locations
Alexander Gym — 1st floor south end by coach offices
Banta Bowl Grandstand — concession building
Briggs Hall — 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor
Brokaw Hall — 1st, 3rd and 4th floor
Buchanan-Kiewit Wellness Center — 2nd floor & 3rd floor all
Facility Services — two in office & two in paint shop
Chapman — two on 2nd floor
Colman Hall — two on 1st floor
Colman North — one on 1st floor by room 126
Conservatory West — three on 1st floor, one on 2nd floor
Faculty Arts Studio — 1st floor
Hiett Hall — two on 1st floor
Hurvis — two on lower level
International House — 1st floor
Kohler Hall — two on 1st floor
Academy of Music — two on lower level
Main Hall — two on 3rd floor
Memorial Chapel — one in lobby
Memorial Hall — one on 1st floor and one on lower level
Mursell House — 1st and 2nd floor
Music-Drama Center — one on 1st floor and one on lower level
Sabin House — 1st and 2nd floor
Shattuck Hall — 1st floor family bathroom and lower level
Ormsby Hall — one on lower level and 18 on floors 1-3
Plantz Hall — two on 1st floor
Quad 1 — one ea. on floors LL-2nd
Quad 2 — one ea. on floors LL-2nd
Quad 3 — one ea. on floors LL-2nd
Quad 4 — one ea. on floors LL-2nd
Quad 5 — one ea. on floors LL-2nd
Quad 6 — 1st and 2nd floor
Raymond House — 1st and 2nd floor
Sage Hall — lower level and 1st floor and two ea. on 2nd and 3rd
floor
Sampson House — 1st and 2nd floor
Seeley Mudd Library — two on 4th Floor and two on 3rd floor
Steitz Hall — lower level and 3rd floor
Trever Hall — 1st floor
Waterman House — 1st and 2nd floor
Wilson House — 1st and 2nd floor
Warch Campus Center — two on 4th floor and two on 2nd floor
Wriston Art Center — two on first floor
Youngchild Hall — lower level and 2nd floor

SPORTS
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Vikes stun Illinois in overtime thriller

Gannon Flynn
Staff Writer

______________________________________

As Parents’ Weekend rolled
around for women’s soccer, the stands
at the Banta Bowl were full of positive
energy, all hoping for their children to
be the backbone of a Lawrence win.
On Saturday, however, feelings in the
crowd grew tense as the matchup
transitioned into a defensive standoff between the Vikings and Illinois
College (IC). Lawrence’s defense as a
whole was phenomenal, as the squad
bottled up their opponents by limiting
them to only three shots on the goal
through the entire matchup. Illinois
looked lost on Lawrence’s side of
the field, unable to pierce their stout
defense and often ending drives by
sending the ball either out of bounds
or into LU’s possession. Freshman
goalkeeper Sarah Yochem added to
the Viking’s defensive stand, making
saves on two of their three attempts.
Despite Lawrence’s successes locking down IC, as well as the Vike’s own
offensive skills to get past Illinois’
defense and attempt 29 goals, Illinois
goalie Charlotte Crofton was able to
help stall Lawrence through both
halves by making 18 saves for the
Blues. In fact, the closest to a goal in
regulation was made by Lawrence;
freshman Samantha Tolu hit a quick
assist to freshman forward Jackie
Blake within the final two minutes,
and Blake’s attempt was off by mere
inches. Undeterred by the valiant
effort by Crofton and Illinois’ penchant of grinding down the clock by
stalling near the boundaries, Lawrence
downed Illinois in the very last minute

of overtime’s first period. After a hurry-up march down to the Blue’s side
of the field, Blake passed to freshman
defender Adrianna Hudyma, who
sealed the game with a goal. The contest ended in storybook fashion as the
home crowd of Viking parents erupted
in cheers and their daughters walked
off the field victorious.
Saturday was a good day for
Lawrence soccer on the whole. The

men’s team won their matchup in
a similar fashion, breaking a 2 –2
tie against Illinois with an overtime
goal. Lawrence University’s record
improved to 6 –3 on the year, as well
as securing a crucial conference win
(1–0), which is women’s soccer’s first
since 2015. Illinois College falls to 5
–4, now behind Lawrence in conference wins at 0 –1.

STANDINGS

Junior Lauren Turner chases down a pinpoint pass.
Photos by Sebastian Evans.

Athlete of the Week:
Hunter Lanton
By Kelli Quick

Kelli Quick: Coming off a four-game winning streak, what do you think has
led to your own personal success as well as the team’s compared to earlier on
in the season?
Hunter Lanton: I think the biggest part of my personal success now compared to early on in the season has been the consistency in the way I have
been playing in practice. It has made me much more comfortable in game
situations. Also, goalkeeper training sessions with our new goalkeeper coach
have definitely helped. I believe the team has had a lot more success recently
because we now have a lot more depth in our squad. Early on in the season,
we had a lot of injuries, a suspension and some unfortunate circumstances
that hindered the number of players we had available to play in our early
non-conference matchups.

KQ: Do you have any superstitions?
HL: I am a very superstitious person and a lot of my teammates know this.
Before the game, I have to eat at least three hours before the game starts.
Also, I have to hear the song “Dreams and Nightmares” by Meek Mill before

South Division
Cornell
0-0
Illinois
0-0
Knox
0-0
Monmouth
0-0
Chicago
0-0
Grinnell
0-0

2-1
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
0-3

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell
5-0
5-0
Lake Forest
5-1
8-1
Lawrence
5-1
7-4
St. Norbert
4-1
5-3
Monmouth
4-3
6-6
Cornell
2-3
2-3
Illinois
2-4
4-5
Beloit
1-5
2-5
Ripon
1-5
2-7
Knox
0-6
2-8

OVR
5-3-1
4-5-1
7-2-2
6-3-1
6-3-2
5-6-2
3-6-2
4-6
1-7
0-9-1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Monmouth
2-0
9-1-1
Knox
1-0-1
6-4-2
Cornell
1-0-1
4-4-1
Grinnell
1-0-1
4-4-2
Ripon
1-0-1
3-6-1
Lawrence
1-1
7-4
Lake Forest
0-0-2
5-3-3
Illinois
0-2
5-6
St. Norbert
0-2
4-7
Beloit
0-2
1-8

KQ: In the double-overtime tie against Marian College, what was running
through your mind at halftime, considering you were down 2–0 at that
point?
HL: At halftime I was disappointed. I personally felt I did not play well, but
I wanted to go out there in the second half and flip the script. The goalkeeper
position is very stressful and you have to recognize that when you’re in that
position. Also, I really trust my defense to help guide me through the game.
I just try to stay composed and keep my team in the game even if the other
team is getting a lot of shots on goal.

KQ: In the Conference Game against Illinois College, where the Vikings won
3–2 in double overtime, how did the stress of knowing that it was “golden
goal” — whoever scores next wins the game — affect your mindset/ability to
play? Do you think it hindered it or strengthened it?
HL: Overtime against Illinois College was definitely a high-pressure situation. The stress of golden goal helped my mindset because I just kept thinking to myself that if I can do my job and not allow any goals, our offensive
players will handle the rest and ultimately score the golden goal. I feel that
the stress and the heat of the moment brought out the best in me and my
teammates.

OVR
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-3

MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Lawrence
2-0
Lake Forest
2-0
St. Norbert
1-0-1
Monmouth
1-0-1
Knox
1-1
Illinois
1-1
Beloit
1-1
Grinnell
0-2
Cornell
0-2
Ripon
0-2

Hunter Lanton is a sophomore goalkeeper from Dix Hills, New York.
Lanton is a key player on the men’s soccer team. In just this season alone,
he has already saved over 50 shots on goal and took home his first Midwest
Conference Defensive Player of the Week award.

KQ: In the conference games this weekend against Grinnell College, you
were faced with a penalty kick. How do you prepare yourself for a penalty
kick and most importantly, if you are not able to block the penalty shot, how
do you maintain composure and positivity for the rest of the game and the
ones to come?
HL: As a goalkeeper on penalty kicks, you just have to trust your instincts
and try to take an educated guess on where the shooter is going to try and
place the ball and dive to that side. When I am not able to save that shot, I
just have to remember that the team needs me to keep my cool and remain
positive in order to give us a good chance to win the game. So that is what
motivates me to do so.

FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
Macalester
0-0
Ripon
0-0
St. Norbert
0-0
Beloit
0-0

Photo by Caroline Garrow.

playing. If I play poorly wearing a certain pair of cleats, I will switch to the
second pair just to change things up. During the game, I only put my water
bottle on the right side of the goal.
KQ: What has been your favorite soccer memory here so far?
HL: My favorite soccer memory here so far has been the recent 3–2 win
against Illinois College. It was our first conference game of the season and
it was parent's weekend, so there was definitely a lot of extra motivation to
go out there and get a big win. This is my favorite memory because of how
hard we worked as a team in that game for 103 minutes. Even though we
had some defensive errors, we stayed positive, kept fighting and ultimately
[freshman] Mark Todd fired home the golden goal and we got to celebrate.
What also made it so special for me was after losing to them 2–1 in heartbreaking fashion last year we were able to go out this year and beat them.

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Illinois
3-0
St. Norbert
2-0
Cornell
2-0
Grinnell
1-0
Knox
1-1
Beloit
0-1
Lake Forest
0-1
Lawrence
0-1
Ripon
0-2
Monmouth
0-3

OVR
11-3
12-6
8-7
14-2
9-12
7-7
6-10
4-14
2-14
6-9

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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By Allie

Breathe

By Tia Colbert
The metal shines, but it’s all
wrong. The glint of the sun warps,
tilts, shifts.
In. Out.
It looks alive. It looks both
burning and freezing, like the threat
of bodily harm may be worth it.
Another light flare disturbs the air,
and a great metallic breath is taken.
In. Out.
A trick of the light. Or the
taken-for-granted truth.
In. Out.
As the sun rises in the sky,
heat stands in a haze above the
surface. It is hungry to serve the
unsuspecting. To consume because

that is all it knows how to do.
In. Out.
Shadows are sucked into the
vortex of swelling heat. There is no
escaping the grasp of hot, swelling,
warping, metal, glinting, gleaming,
taking, consuming, unforgiving. No
life.
In. Out.
Even when the sun descends.
Even when the metal loses its spark,
becomes another menacing shape
in the dark.
In. Out.
Even then, it is just waiting.
Waiting to be warmed again.

Horoscopes
The signs as iconic phases of my life
By Simone Levy

Ink

By Allegra Taylor

Color in this drawing!

Aries (March 21 - April 19) – My
Olympics phase, still ongoing.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) – 2015
depressed Pinegrove phase.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) – 10th
grade sitting outside in the winter alone
reading Stephen King.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) – Maybe I
will be a florist.
Leo (July 23 – Aug. 22) – Wearing
Minnie Mouse ears for four months in
third grade until they broke, and I cried for
three days.
Virgo (Aug. 23 – Sept. 22) – Simone
the nail art guru.
Libra (Sept. 23 – Oct. 22) – 12th grade:
bringing Diet Coke in a sippy cup to school
every morning.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 – Nov. 21) – pre2006-ish before I went to speech therapy.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 – Dec. 21) –
Guinea pig phase consisting of me working
at a guinea pig shelter and spending every
waking hour studying cavies.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 – Jan. 19) – The
“I’m running away from home” phase
where I hiked around in the woods by
my house until I got bored and went back
inside.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 – Feb. 18) – Poetry
phase in 2014 when I thought I was Anne
Sexton.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20) – Soap cutting phase — still ongoing. Follow
@wecutsoaps on Instagram.

VARIETY
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This Week’s Crossword
By Alex Dahl

Across
1. The Price is Right or
Breaking Bad
6. Lawrence group that
volunteers at pet shelters
7. Scratchy’s counterpart
11. One forms after a scrape
13. A pirate has one
14. Angel dust
16. A British charity telethon,
abbr.
17. Entertaining, like a theme
park
19. Before or prior
20. Feel Good _____
21. Boring
23. Lawrence group that plans
events
26. You can find one on a
helicopter
28. One of Lawrence’s most
popular major, for short
29. Popular shortening brand

Down
1. What a punk does to a house
on Halloween
2. It sucks up dirt, for short
3. Trading beef?
4. British exclamation
5. Shocked and angry
acronym
8. They’re found on the
Simpson’s kitchen curtains
9. First word of an island currently undergoing massive protests
10. Accounting term, abbr.
12. A private university in
Daytona Beach, abbr.
15. Measure of pressure
17. Singer Guthrie
18. “They know all the ___
and outs”
19. Milwaukee’s finest beer
22. Word following ad
24. Public university in
Chicago, abbr.
25. Number 2, slangily
27. A kind of crossing

Last Week’s Answers

Lore-ence
Secret Menu

By Claire Zimmerman
Everyone who frequents the
Café knows that the options eventually get tiresome. One can only do so
many build-a-bowl options before
their palate screams for something
new. And ever since Lawrence
implemented a “no outside food
on campus” rule, Bon Appetit has
become king. One can only dream of
Toppers pizza or Taste of Thai.
Senior Gracey Nugget said,
“I’ve eaten so many chicken tenders in my time here.” Nugget confessed that she is excited to graduate
soon so that she can explore new
food options. In reference to her
last name, she said, “You are what
you eat!”
However, Bon Appetit’s limited menu is not news for most
Lawrentians. While it seems fantastic to prospective students, eventually everyone gets tired of the same
food options. Alleged Lawrentian
reporter, Schmitty Newsmonger,
wants to reveal the truth to all students about how Bon Appetit can be
manageable for a whole academic
year. After we put Newsmonger back
on probation, he promised to find
new alternatives for Bon Appetit
slums. Not fully believing in him, we
gave him full allowance to do whatever he wanted.
Newsmonger did not fail us this
time and gave us a decent amount of
new information. After interviewing and sneaking around Warch,
he discovered that there are secret
menu items that are available upon
request. Newsmonger reported,
“Yeah, it’s crazy. In a macaroni frame
in a secret floor of Warch, there is a
list of all the foods that students can
order upon request. I want to share
this with the world.”
One of the many surpris-

ing foods that one can order upon
request are tater tots. Newsmonger
explained, “A while ago, Bon Appetit
realized that every batch of tater tots
they made for catering events had
a large portion of misshapen bits.
Those bits are sold to us as tater
crowns to save money. If you ask for
tater tots, they won’t have a choice
but to give you the good stuff!”
As most Lawrence students
know, the café is very interested in
buffalo sauce. Most items can be customized with the tangy, heartburninducing sauce, but few know its true
potential. Newsmonger explained,
“For years, students have asked Bon
Appetit if they will ever offer us
soup. The answer has been underneath our noses the whole time.
Upon request, Bon Appetit will give
students a steaming bowl of buffalo
sauce. It’s a bit unsavory, but it is
an option.”
As all secret menus go, there
is usually a drink that would surprise any customer. Bon Appetit’s
secret item is one that blows our
minds. Newsmonger made a grand
sweeping gesture with his arms and
announced, “Cheesecake latte! They
will give you a latte with an entire
cheesecake in it from the Corner
Store. Admittedly, you’ll get less liquid in your drink, but you’ll get
an entire cheesecake!” The cost of
this item is the price of a cheesecake combined with the price of a
latte. Newsmonger admitted, “It’s
not good.”
So, if you are ever feeling down
about the options in the Café, know
that you are not missing out on
the secret menu. In the words of
the esteemed reporter Newsmonger,
“Stick with what you’ve got.”

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

FEATURES
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Big Momma’s House, Volume II: Heid Music

Liam Wood
Columnist

_________________________________________________

There is a tendency among Lawrentians
to assume that the city of Appleton is an uninteresting place, leading many to rarely leave
campus. This column seeks to profile spots in
the city to burst your Lawrence bubble, while
I use my experience as a townie to give them
a side by side comparison with my eponymous
mom’s house.
A lot of people from around here say that
the Fox Valley is a vein of musical talent unrivaled in the west of Wisconsin, with Appleton at
its heart. There are two main reasons Appleton
has this position, and amazingly enough, they are
just across the block from each other: Lawrence
University and Heid Music. So, as hundreds
of con kids find themselves in a practice room
after months in the open air, let’s take a look at
today’s spotlight.
Heid Music was established by Peter Heid
in 1948, and it currently supplies most of the
area’s musical needs. If Appleton does indeed
live and breathe music, it is partly because of
Heid. This sizeable store has two showrooms
of pianos, another room of guitars and drums,
stacks of sheet music and large stocks of other
assorted instruments. To my knowledge, it provides the instruments for most of the schools in
the area. It has more recreational inventory as
well, such as plastic trumpets and trombones,
melodicas, ukuleles and harps. Of course, we
haven’t even talked about the fun stuff yet: sheet
music. Heid has everything from pedagogical
books, class A-C solos and scores to compilations
and pop or jazz transcriptions. Upstairs, there
is a pantheon of well-credentialed music teachers. These private teachers rent out space and
include instructors for nearly every instrument
imaginable.
For how well-organized Heid Music is,
my mom’s house is messy but almost as well
stocked. The key is in finding the instruments
in the first place. My mom used to keep a drawer
of kid-geared instruments, like toy tambourines
and assorted things to blow into. Over the years
they have gradually gone missing from the drawer and wound up sprinkled around the house,
often to be chewed by my music hating dog. The
sheer confusion that graces the face of anyone
who finds a plastic toy recorder tucked under a
pile of clothes is a common sight in this house.
Along with the toys, mom has four kids she

Heid Music is located on College Ave., one block away from the Conservatory of Music.
Photo by Larissa Davis

probably often wishes would also go missing.
All of them play piano, three play upright bass
— with a French grip, thank God — and all sing
off-key. The opportunity for music is equally
present as at a music store, as is the lack of pressure to be good at the instrument. Compare that
to the air of judgement that betimes settles over
any music store and how Heid seems to attract
people who can and will attempt to show off
their piano chops to anyone in the gallery. If you
have any skills at all, I guarantee my sister, my
mother and my dog will all be impressed. Just
be prepared for my sister to grab an instrument
and start practicing two feet from you, only to
then smile when you stop because she’s so loud

and claiming she’s better than you. Hobbes will
probably bark, and my mother will try to solicit
Christian rock covers. I urge you not to play
these songs for her; that is what she has dogs for.
Admittedly, my house is a bit lacking in
both expertise and instruction. You want to learn
how to play the clarinet? Is that the brass thing
Lisa Simpson plays? You want to know the best
brand of valve oil? Have you tried olive? You
want an edition that’s difficult to track down?
Actually, my mom might have that, as her piles
of sheet music are large enough to rival Heid’s.
In most areas, the best we can offer is a smile
and a seasonally inappropriate love of Christmas
carols.

So, how does my mom’s house stack up
against Heid Music? Problem number one: noise
complaints. My neighbors are all very elderly,
so the hours are pretty much the same as Heid.
Number two, you can’t actually take the instruments at my house, as much as my mom would
like to never see a double bass again. Even if
we did, my mom does not offer financing. We
want cash, and now. So while I’d like to give this
win to my mom’s house, I can’t deny the truth.
A hotspot of music it ain’t. Heid takes this one,
and I pray my mother never reads this. Or, even
better, a Heid employee reads it and offers me
a discount.

Mind the Gap: Jonathan Hogen
Sarah Matthews
for The Lawrentian

_________________________________________________

This column seeks to profile Lawrentians
who have decided not to take the typical path
of enrolling at college directly after highschool,
instead pursuing other interests during a gap
year.

Politics has become a popular career path
that has caught the interest of many Lawrentians
and inspired them to pursue majors in government. This popularity often comes with an
emphasis on American politics, but freshman
Jonathan Hogen has an eye on a different country — Germany.
After spending the last year living in
the town of Neuharlingersiel, Germany, Hogen
has improved not only his German, but his overall perspective of foreign politics.
“Personally, I don’t think my experience
with a gap year is typical,” he said. “I think a
lot of people do it for financial reasons.” He
continued, “It definitely gave me a different
perspective on life, not necessarily because I was
in Germany, but simply because I was outside of
the school system for a year.”
After applying for and receiving a
year-long scholarship through the CongressBundestag Youth Exchange program, Hogen
began his gap year with language and cultural acclimatization courses in Germany, along
with the 50 other recipients of the scholarship.
Afterward, he moved in with his host family in
Neuharlingersiel, a city near the North Sea.
“I did another year of high school,” he said.
“That was super redundant, but super interesting as well.” While school was a large part of his
daily routine, Hogen also explored other areas

Freshman Jonathan Hogen.
Photo by Zhixuan Lyu.

of interest, including government, thanks to the
scholarship and his host father. “My host father
is luckily a politician,” he said. “I got to do two
university courses in Hannover with him where
he teaches. I also got to do an internship with my
German congresswomen in their capital, which
is awesome.”
Another aspect of the CongressBundestag Youth Exchange scholarship Hogen
participated in was visiting the State Department
in Germany. He was certain he wanted to work
somewhere like that in his career, but the visit
changed his thinking about his future in govern-

ment.
“[Visiting] made me realize that maybe
the State Department was not the only thing
that I would necessarily do,” he said. “My host
father was definitely involved with more local
politics, [...] so he’s super engaged with the
community, which made me realize I would also
love to get involved with some community and
local politics, even in my four years here.”
In addition to experiencing the German school
and political systems, Hogen partook in other
activities like traveling, including a three-week
trip to Berlin and other short expeditions with

his host family.
“We kind of went all over the place,” he
said. “We ended up spending, I think, two or
three weeks in the Alps, [...] and then one in
Italy.” From an outside point of view, Hogen’s
gap year may have seemed to consist only of
great cultural experiences. In reality, it also
came with challenges.
“I think the biggest lesson I learned was
how to live with a family of a different culture
that I didn’t know,” he said. “Each family has
their own culture, but there was the addition
that they were German and I’m American.” He
continued, “There’s a huge social challenge figuring out how to integrate into a group of people
who are incredibly tight and have been living
with each other for their entire lives.”.
Although this integration was difficult
at first, Hogen believes he received a valuable
lesson from this part of his gap year, something
he can keep with him not only during his four
years at Lawrence, but throughout his life.
“I think the social challenge of being in a
foreign environment is applicable everywhere,”
he said. “Especially at Lawrence, the diversity
is high, which is excellent, but there’s also a lot
of times where I think that without my experience abroad it would be more challenging.” To
Hogen, his gap year was more than important,
but he strives to mention that it is not the act of
taking a gap year that makes it worthwhile, but
what is done during that time.
He said, “I think if you are doing something constructive or if you’re giving yourself the
opportunity to view the world from a different
perspective, even economically, it’s important.”
He continued, “But, I maybe shouldn’t generalize. Every gap year is different, so I think it may
or may not make sense to do depending on your
situation.”
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Smailyn Nicasio

Real Womxn’s Voices: Nancy Lin

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The assumption that there is a universal
and singular experience as a womxn erases the
nuances and variety that exist. This column
seeks to address the many intersections that
overlap in an individual’s life. All this is done in
an effort to celebrate the reality of womxnhood
in the various ways it may be expressed.
Assistant Professor of Art History Nancy
Lin worries that a hypothetical autobiography
may be too straightforward — a person who
loves to read and write doesn’t always produce
page-turning content. But in Lin’s case, her
affinity towards those things reveal an interesting, considerate and erudite person whose
journey has taught her essential lessons of life.
Lin, as an individual, feels part of a distinct
Lawrentian culture — mostly because she recognizes the shaping role she plays in the lives of her
students as a professor of art history. She treats
the responsibility that comes with that influence with delicacy. In her eyes, teaching should
never involve an impersonal classroom where
she preaches her own thoughts as answers.

Jack McGee

Instead, there should be an unspoken, mutually beneficial process that occurs when she asks
“why?” The discussion that springs forth has the
potential to be eye-opening, giving her a breadth
of various perspectives to consider a work of art
through. In this way, she considers herself just
as much of a student as those officially enrolled
in the registrar. When she enters the classroom,
above all else, she hopes to learn.
“Every interaction I have with a student is
a gift,” she said. “It’s a split second of their time,
but it gives me a chance to know them and for
them to know me. The classroom shouldn’t just
be about the lecture, but the intellectual engagement. I’m okay with that openness.”
The openness Lin now possesses as an
educator took time to develop and apply practically in her life. Like most young people looking
hopefully forward into the future, a younger Lin
envisioned herself in the midst of an adventure.
A career in archaeology meant the possibility
of becoming Indiana Jones in her own right —
namely, an Asian-American womxn adventurer
utilizing her extensive knowledge to discover
and learn. She often fantasized about entering
the Temple of Doom. Her parents, meanwhile,
hoped that she would enter the STEM field
alongside the many other members of her family. Her interest, however, did not wane and was

renewed with dedication as she grew older. She
spent much of her childhood and adolescence
preparing to become an archaeologist.
As a high school student, Lin got the opportunity to participate on a dig in Pompeii. To
physically be at the site referenced so many
times in the books she had fervently read meant
everything to a sixteen-year-old Lin. The reality
of sifting through the same patch of dirt under
the baking desert sun for the entire summer
disappointed her. Mainly, it made her inwardly
realize that archaeology was unequivocally not
for her.
The same summer, Lin left the ruins of
Pompeii and found herself in Rome after her
brief stint as a low-tier archaeologist. She wandered the streets of Rome, she said, still recovering from the unraveling of the future she had
imagined and entrenched in “the drama of it
all.” It seemed like the end of the world. Then,
she stumbled upon a cathedral with a triptych
of Caravaggio’s “The Calling of Saint Matthew”
on its wall. The religious message of the artwork
meant little to her, but the works themselves fascinated her. “They were really powerful works,”
she explained, “just in terms of composition and
craftsmanship; they come to life in such a way
where the figures come out of the frame. I think,
in that moment, I fell in love and thought, ‘This

is what I want to read about.’”
In retrospect, Lin wishes she could have
guided her younger self through the feeling of
failure in the immediate aftermath of the dig.
The younger Lin, however, successfully turned
her curiosity in that moment into an eventual
career just on the basis of her passion for reading.
“Art history just seemed like the better fit,”
she said. “It’s amazing to think about how all
the problems in society are manifested in this
creative output. It’s the evidence of your presence.” She continued, “Artists are [also] really
interesting problem solvers — they take the
materials available to them and ask really interesting questions about society and culture. They
provide answers to their own questions. I always
think, ‘Well, how can I understand the message?’
I love that about my field.”
Art history places Lin in the position where,
in order to analyze, one has to draw from a multitude of different fields. Historical information,
anthropological theories, psychology and science
are all readily available for use if needed for
understanding. Lin considers the world through
that particular lens of careful consideration and
deconstruction, always aware of the never-ending process of learning.

What a Game! - Cade Braynen

Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

Games have been an important part of
human history. From ancient to modern times,
games have evolved to reflect the values, culture
and lives of the people who created and played
games. For me, games have been a way to
learn, explore and create things in a way I was
not able to with other forms of media. Because
of this, I decided to ask other students about the
games that have been impactful on their lives
as a way of encouraging others to engage with
this media.
“Professor Layton” were the first words out
of Cade Braynen’s mouth when we sat down. I
had prompted them about what our conversation would entail, but before I even had a chance
to ask my first question, they had enthusiastically declared the game — actually, the series of
games — we would go on to talk about.
Braynen is a senior piano performance
student who is currently the Residence Life
Manager of Gaming House. They also participate in Colores and are a CORE Leader this
year. They have been playing games from the
“Professor Layton” series for eight years now.
“Professor Layton is known as a puzzle solver
and he is called by different people in different
times to help people in their town,” Braynen
said, describing the games. “[Professor Layton]
and his apprentice Luke will be called to help
and solve those issues.” To give a little more
context, Professor Layton is a series of puzzleadventure video games developed by Level-5.
The protagonist is none other than Professor
Hershel Layton himself and his trusty assistant
Luke Triton. Each game brings a new world
with a whole new group of mysteries that the
Professor and Triton go off to try and solve. The
series has been going on for twelve years now,
as the first installment of the game, “Professor
Layton and the Curious Village,” was released
in 2007. This is also the game Braynen got into

back in Dec. 2010 when they were gifted it at
Christmas from their parents.
Braynen described their experience with
these games as “really relaxing and charming.”
“I feel like I can play these games for hours,”
they said. “I am very connected to the characters
and the story. It feels like I, this human outside
of this [virtual] world, am part of this world and
trying to help solve these problems.” The appeal
of the visual animation and the easygoing story
drew them in eight years ago and they have kept
playing each main series release of the game
since.
Another reason Braynen really enjoys these
games is the music. “The music is also a big part
of it too,” they said. “There are really interesting instrumentals in the background.” They
continued, “There is different music during different puzzles, different music in intense plot
moments. Those also really excite me and get
me into playing these games.” We went and listened to “The Curious Village: Main Theme” and
Braynen lit up with excitement. “It sounds better
than I remembered,” they remarked, probably
because it was coming from laptop speakers,
much better than the speakers of a Nintendo
DS. The quick-moving melody that switches
between instruments, upbeat nature and light
use of accordion, all of this and more from the
music really sets the stage for the game, according to Braynen.
At the close of our discussion, Braynen
commented on how new players should go about
engaging this series: “You really should start
with the first game. The story is not super important to the overall game, but it is very cute.” They
continued, “The further back you go, the more
you learn about these characters and the more
you get engaged with the story. Plus, then you
get to do all of the puzzles which are annoying
but good.” When asked about the difficulty of the
puzzles, they replied, “Some are easy, and some
are challenging. You’ve just got to keep trying,
maybe put it down and come back to it, or have
a friend take a look.”
All the “Professor Layton” series is avail-

Senior Cade Braynen.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

able for purchase and play on the Nintendo DS,
Nintendo 3DS, Nintendo Switch, Android and
iOS. Braynen hopes that others will give this

“adorable little puzzle game” a chance. For now,
they will continue to play this series as they have
for years, curled up on a sofa for hours on end.
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Georgia Greenberg

Alum offers tribute to Blacktivism

Arts & Entertainment Editor

______________________________________

Friday night, Sept. 27, the
Lawrence community gathered in
Harper Hall to reunite with class
of 2010 alum and Fulbright scholar
Dr. Derrell Acon for what would not
merely be a guest recital. Conjoining
vocal performance, poetry and scholarly lecture, Dr. Acon let his audience
know early on “this is not that kind of
party.” Throughout the night he would
sing his refrain “Blackitty-black!” as a
reminder that he was not interested in
conforming to any expectations of his
performance. The night was a moving
tribute to the intersection of art and
activism in general, as well as specific
to his goals of advancing the black
experience. A tall order for one man
and his accompanist, but Dr. Acon
was more than up to the task.
Dr. Acon began the evening with
a selection of music about the relationships between fathers and sons.
First, a piece from the 1940s musical
Lost in the Stars. In the title track
of the show, a black Anglican priest
from a small South African village
experiences a crisis of faith. His son,
Absalom, has been jailed after killing
a white man during a robbery. The

priest is grief-stricken and horrified
that he can’t bring his son home —
that his son will likely never come
home. Acon’s next song had another
tone entirely. “Love in the Thirties”
featured Acon performing both as
father and son, changing the tone
and pitch of his voice between lines.
The son asks his dad many questions, including, “Dad, how do you
know everything!” And as his questions grow more mature — “What is
a soul?” and, “Who am I?” — so too
does the son’s voice. The song itself
was quite touching, as well as showcased Acon’s theatricality and abilities
beyond those of operatic vocals. As
the final piece in the father and son
section, Acon performed an aria from
the opera Macbeth. As he elaborated
later in the night, Acon prefers to perform his take on classics by including
his whole self within them, his entire
history and personality. To limit the
inclusion of himself, he feels, is to lie
to his audience. In return, he asks his
audience to see him entirely, not to
imagine that he is anyone but who he
presents as. He specified that when
black performers take on roles traditionally played by white performers,
the audience should not imagine that
they are white or otherwise colorless.
The context of the performer must say

present in the performance.
“That was, that was, that was,
that was the section of fathers and
sons, this, this, this is ‘Blackittyblack!’” Acon blended his speech and
song as he began a poem he wrote
almost 10 years ago. The poem told
the story of a black boy born in the
suburbs who thinks he is the only
black boy in the world. Through his
life he lives in the projects, then the
ghetto, lives the “reality of being a
poor teen” and watches corrupt cops
plant evidence on an innocent person.
At night, he cannot sleep, not because
of the sirens, but because he hears his
sister singing. He promises himself,
“No more trying to understand the
whole world and save the whole thing
singlehandedly.” He vows to understand the world “one story at a time”
and begin with his own.
Upon the poem’s completion, Acon elaborated on his thesis
that “the key to solving racial injustices is through communication.”
Communication would lead to understanding which would lead to love.
Acon then turned to exploring
the history of black art and black
artists. He brought up black artists
who wrote against the idea of “black
art,” on the basis that art should not
be restricted to the identity of the

Photo Feature: Shanty Club hosts
social sing
Photos by Caroline Garrow

Hosted by Larry’s Privateers, Shanty Club Social Sings are an opportunity for
people from all backgrounds to come together and engage in a time-honored
tradition.

artist. Acon argues that the inclusion
of an artist’s identity makes art more
full, more whole and more contextualized. It does not exclude an audience
from participating, but invites them to
understand something else. Acon said
he is “no longer interested in performing what feels rooted in a museum.”
He wants to empower performers to
include their experiences in their performance.
Dr. Acon quoted W. E. B. Du
Bois’ words on “double consciousness,” the experience of an individual
whose identity is divided into several
facets. Du Bois uses the term specifically to talk about the “two-ness”
of being black and being American,
two identities which at times feel
opposed. Acon then sang a folk song/
spiritual, “Lord, How Come Me Here.”
The song’s lyrics consist mostly of
the title repeated until he sang, “I
wish I never was born.” Acon again
displayed his performance prowess
by giving each line renewed anguish,
regret and pain as he paced and
wailed across the stage. He changed
his demeanor entirely to recite “I Too
Am America” by Langston Hughes
followed by “Why Is We Americans,”
by Amiri Baraka. Acon prefaced the
Baraka saying that while Hughes is
optimism, Baraka is aggression. Acon

stated he wishes to examine and present the full experiences and feelings of
Blacktivism. The Baraka performance
invited the most audience participation, many murmurs of agreement
and shouts of “yes!” as Acon recited
Baraka’s list of reparations and repayments demanded. His passion on full
display here, Acon paced throughout the audience and crumpled the
papers he read from as he finished.
When he again reached the stage and
finished the poem, he concluded: “So
that was a light ditty...” and the audience laughed and applauded greatly.
The last set, Acon said, was to be
about God, a topic which Acon said is
not clear cut in the African American
community. In this set, Acon moved
with his accompanist like a dance, as
he returned to the stage for the final
two songs. The conclusion of the hour
was met with a standing ovation followed by a Q&A discussion.
Dr. Acon currently resides in
Long Beach, Calif., where he is the
Director of Engagement and Equity
for the Long Beach Opera. He maintains an interest and life as a performer, scholar and administrator
and doesn’t feel he has to choose.

Ursa Anderson

tion is what lures in spectators, making the question what the reality actually is.
The last and largest showcase is the Bruce Walker Collection
of Tibetan Religious Art, “Infinite
Splendor, Infinite Light.” This collection is based around the Tibetan
resistance project that occurred in the
1960s. Walker was an officer for the
CIA during this time and assisted in
this project code named ST CIRCUS.
The works on paper in the exhibition came from the Tibetan militia
that was trained at Camp Hale in
Colorado. In their free time, the young
trainee soldiers were provided colored
pencil and paper to draw with. These
drawings depict some scenes of the
Chinese invasion of Tibet but also
other scenes from Tibetan history.
There are also other Tibetan
paintings, or thangkas, on the walls in
the gallery. This is held as some of the
most important art forms of Tibetan
Buddhism. They help Buddhists
internalize the idea of enlightenment. Theses paintings are framed
with ornate silks and hung from a
cord attached to the top. The last
pieces of the exhibit are the handful of Tibetan Buddhist ceremonial
objects that Walker had collected in
his time on the CIA project. The artifacts include musical instruments,
religious statues, daggers and other
objects used for either ceremonial
or personal uses. Most of the objects
come from the 19th century, but there
is one that is all the way from the 13th
century. There is also a documentary
on the CIA in Tibet for those viewers
who are interested in more information regarding the history behind the
collection.
The Wriston Art Gallery is open
Tuesday to Friday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday noon -4 p.m. If
any readers are interested in a guided tour, the gallery holds 25-minute
tours at noon on certain days during
the fall term. Those days can be found
posted at the Wriston building.

Wriston Gallery
debutes fall exhibit

Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Friday, Sept. 27, the Wriston
Art Gallery welcomed in new exhibits
for the fall season. There are three displays in each of the three rooms of the
space: “Genetic Reflections” by Angela
Johnson and Dr. Ahna Skop, “Sight’s
Periphery” by Lauren Semivan and
“Infinite Splendor, Infinite Light”
from the collection of Bruce Walker.
The first collection, “Genetic
Reflections” is a collaboration
between artist Angela Johnson and
scientist Dr. Ahna Skop. The display
utilizes the reflective quality of mirrors to push the viewer to contemplate
what our place in life is. Each piece is
a mirror with the DNA sequence of a
different organism etched on to the
mirror along with its latin name and
a small image of it. In order for the
viewer to look at this piece, they have
to stare at themselves amongst all of
the DNA letter blocks, forcing them
to see the similarity behind all of the
organism’s genes. Every piece has this
same effect. From Xenopus Laevis
(the clawed frog), to Zea Mays (corn),
all the way to the viewer, Homo
Sapiens. The project opens a door to
the common ground that every living
being shares with one another.
The next room displays Lauren
Semivan’s exhibition named “Sight’s
Periphery,” meaning the outer limits
of what we see. Semivan is a photographer who uses unique methods
to create her image. Her artist statement doesn’t go into too much detail
explaining her process, but the outcome is quite alluring to the eye. She
only discloses her medium: most are
printed on silver gelatin with three
small images on toned cyanotypes.
The subjects of her photographs
include wire, paper, plastic roses,
paintings and different textiles. What
is intriguing about these pieces is how
they appear to be painted directly on
the photograph, obscuring the subject
and blurring the space between the
viewer and the subject. This abstrac-
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Review: “The Good Place” Trumpet Professor shares compositions
returns for a final season
Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The newest season of “The Good
Place,” a comedy by Michael Schur
(“The Office,” “Parks and Recreation”)
delights fans with even greater plot
twists and character growth.
The premise of the show is that
Eleanor, played by an ever-snarky
Kristen Bell, wakes up to find that she
has died and she is now in The Good
Place, an iteration of the after-life that
holds all the best people on Earth. The
only catch is that she is there by mistake, and she was supposed to end up
in The Bad Place. In a new rendition
of the classic fight for good and evil,
Eleanor and her friends have to learn
what it really means to live a Good
Life after they have died.
Schur brings the audience into a
fourth season of the show where the
protagonists are responsible for the
eternal well-being of a new group of
newly-dead people by teaching them
to be better than they were when they
were alive. The show is full of quirks
such as the fact that a slip of the
tongue in The Good Place ended up
being “holy forking shirtballs” rather
than anything else. And, set in bitesize episodes of around 20 minutes,
it’s digestible and easy to watch. There
is a lightness to the conflict here as
well, deliciously scattered with nuggets of real ethics discourse and relevant jokes about things going on now.
The thing that an audience has to
gain from a show like this is that it has
cleverly emphasized how it feels to try
to live a “good life” when everything

feels a little bit futile. This is apparent in a scene between Michael, the
creator of The Good Place neighborhood, and the man who keeps track
of the good and bad points that a person accumulates in their life. Michael
monologues on the fact that no matter how hard people try in this day
and age, it never feels like it will be
enough to make a positive upward
swing in the overall state of the universe. Brilliantly hidden in a scene
with high stakes, it is a sentiment that
sticks with the observer long after the
show is over.
Another incredibly important
thing about television like The Good
Place is that it assures the audience of
humanity’s ability to change. In this
most recent episode, Eleanor leads
the gang in selflessly helping others,
whereas before she had been the kind
of person to cheat her way out of
being the designated driver without
fail. Another character made everyone
in his life miserable by being so indecisive, but ends up making a very large
sacrifice for the good of everyone. The
plot is backed up by the idea that this
group of people should never have
been able to come together. In fact
they were thrown together to be the
most irritating to each other as was
possible. But they did come together.
They became, if not good, better. And
that’s where the magic is. “The Good
Place” is a testament that human connection is vitally important, having
the capability to change us and make
us all a little closer to being good.
“The Good Place” airs Thursdays
at 8 p.m. CST or can be found on hulu.
com.

On the evening of Sunday,
Sept. 29, the accomplished Associate
Professor of Trumpet John Daniel
performed a recital in the chapel with
pianist Vincent Fuh accompanying
him, the repertoire including two
pieces he composed himself. A crowd
of students and community members
of all ages poured into the intimate
seating directly on stage, chatting
happily in the close quarters as they
waited for Daniel to appear.
The joviality of the crowd persisted throughout the concert and fostered a connection between Daniel
and his audience: he kept the mood
lighthearted and personal as he introduced each piece’s historical context
or its relevance to his life. After he first
walked out to a torrent of applause, he
facetiously introduced his first piece,
Benedetto Marcello’s “Concerto in C
minor,” as a bit of “false advertising”
— it was initially written by Vivaldi in
D minor and arranged by Bach before
Marcello released the transcription in
C minor. Daniel noted that he would
play what he called a more “bare-

bones” version of the concerto in
contrast to Bach’s heavy ornamentation, maintaining the integrity of the
original he loved. After finishing the
final resounding notes of the dramatic Allegro section, he contrasted the
introduction of the next piece, Marcel
Bitsch’s “Quatre Variations Sur un
Theme de Domenico Scarlatti,” as
“exactly as advertised.”
The last two pieces before intermission were Peter Maxwell Davies’
“Sonata” and Rafael Méndez’s “Jota,”
both of which Daniel personally connected to. Daniel mentioned that
Davies wrote the sonata as a student
during a time that what Daniels calls
“pre-postmodern music” was just
emerging, yet it’s now been integrated
into standard repertoire. His asking
us to appreciate the transformative
nature of the piece gave the ringing
melodies and haunting dissonance an
eerie reverence as the audience listened with a new intensity. When he
moved on to”Jota,” Daniel revealed
that Méndez was one of the first trumpetists he’d known of growing up,
because his father had his albums
around the house. He reflected that
it was a long time into his studies
before he could play Méndez’s work,

adding to the sentimental layers of
the selection.
As Daniel headed backstage
for the intermission, students spoke
fondly about their favorite pieces, and
the audience buzzed happily before
being pulled back in with one last
jazz sonata. As he introduced the
piece, Daniel jokingly apologized to
the students he’d assigned the difficult Allan Botschinsky piece to in
the past, much to the amusement and
laughter of the audience. The grand
finale was the two pieces he composed himself: “Islands” and “While
the Cat’s Away.” Daniels stated that
“Islands” actually had nothing to do
with musically illustrating geography
but rather was meant to explore the
chords as islands in themselves. Next,
he described the animated notes of
“While the Cat’s Away” as a musical
depiction of his childhood Saturday
morning cartoons: a fast-paced cat
and mouse game across the score. As
Daniel threaded together the musical
pieces, their history and their place
in his life, he proved through his performance that making music is a profoundly personal experience.

Weekly jazz jam returns to campus center

Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Monday, Sept. 30, at 9:30
p.m., students gathered in Mead
Witter in the Warch Campus Center
to play and listen to the weekly Jazz
Jam. On stage were seniors Matthew
Wronski on viola, Nathan Glaser on
piano, and Nick Mueller on saxophone, junior Tim Moyer on alto saxophone and freshmen Michael Murphy
on guitar and David Pickar on drums.
When the jam kicked off, there were
about as many people on stage as
there were in the audience, but that
didn’t stop the performers from jumping straight into an upbeat piece. With
Wronski on the viola, the tune had
almost a folksy vibe, something that
might permit a Western-funk dancing fusion. The musicians progressed
through the piece, taking turns soloing
while audience members tapped feet
to the beat and chatted with friends or
worked on homework. In certain performance contexts, the lack of sharp
attention from the crowd might seem
rude or unusual, but the beauty of the
jazz jams is that there aren’t really
any expectations — one can drop in
for however long they want, decide to
fully engage with the performance or
simply treat it as ambience to work or
socialize to. These relaxed guidelines
also apply to the performers, who are
of all years and skill levels: some practice their craft in the Conservatory
and some simply dabble.
In between songs, the performers
talk, laugh and discuss which direction to take the next piece. Audience
members call out recommendations —
tonight, senior Molly Reese shouted,
“Play the Charlie Brown theme song.”
“I request it every time,” Reese
said. “Sometimes they play it.”
This time, she had no such
luck. Instead, the group dove into an
Animal Crossing-esc piece, featuring
freshman Chris Dyble on the harmonica. It was a refreshing change of

Left to right: Freshmen Michael Murphy, David Pickar, and Aaron Brenton, junior Tim Moyer
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

pace from the previous piece. It was
a relatively happy piece, the kind of
thing one might listen to on a walk on
a sunny morning. Dyble’s harmonica
playing was certainly the centerpiece
of the song, as he improvised and kept
the audience on their toes.
Next, several musicians swapped
out, senior Sebastian Roman now on
saxophone, junior Eric Roescheiln on

piano and sophomores Ian Harvey on
bass and Alex Lewis on cello. Their
chosen piece was smoother than those
that came before, the cello providing a
melancholy element. It was a calming
piece that nicely contrasted the happy-go-lucky feeling of the one before.
While the jams usually run until
midnight, performers and viewers
come and go as they please. By 11

p.m., things had begun to die down
some — on a Monday night, many
Lawentians are getting into bed
around this time. Either way, it is nice
to know that every Monday there is
a place to go where one can unwind
with friends and music. Traditions
like Jazz Jam feel unique to Lawrence,
as it brings conservatory students
together with people who just like to

listen to or play music, and it is something Lawrentians are able to look
forward to.
For those interested in getting
involved, jazz jams are held weekly
in Mead Witter during fall term, and
all are welcome to participate as a
performer or audience member. Bring
your own instrument!
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Is it getting hot in here?
Young activists tackle climate change
Sixteen-year-old climate activist Greta Thunberg captured the world’s attention this month after an emotional speech at the 2019 UN climate action summit.
Thunberg told world leaders, “You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with
your empty words.” Thunberg’s sentiments resonated with a generation of young
people who feel powerless in the face of world leaders’ relative inaction on climate
change. Her popularity provides hope that young people can make a difference by
becoming vocal about this issue.
And Thunberg is not alone. Many young people are dedicating their lives to
climate activism and getting results. Fifteen-year-old Autumn Peltier started fighting for indigenous water rights in Canada after seeing a “toxic water” sign on a
reservation. After getting the attention of prime minister Justin Trudeau, Peltier’s
efforts have removed 87 of Canada’s water advisories, with 56 still remaining.
Twelve-year-old Mari Copeny, meanwhile, brought attention to the Flint water
crisis by writing a letter to President Obama at eight years old. Since then, she has
worked with a water filtration company to bring clean water to disenfranchised
communities. With young activists making tangible impacts across the world, it
begs the question how we, as college students, can do the same.
It is important, for one, to act in response to Thunberg’s message, rather than
just praising her. Last week, 6 million people across the world protested climate
change in a massive expression of frustration at world leaders’ inaction on the
issue. Organizers said, “It was the biggest ever climate mobilisation, and it’s only
the beginning.” Participation in events like these is indispensable, but it is also
important to be aware of more focused environmental restoration efforts, such
as that of Peltier and Copeny. Activism, whether in reaction to worldwide climate
change or smaller-scale environmental problems, is the most powerful weapon
against environmental degradation.
It also does not hurt to reduce your carbon footprint. A great way to do this
is by using the “Cool Climate Carbon Footprint Calculator,” which can be found
at coolclimate.berkeley.edu/calculator. The calculator was designed by researchers at UC Berkeley to recommend green living practices that are customized for
an individual’s income and living situation. It recommends the most ecologically
beneficial things a person can do that are within their capabilities.
But while changing one’s lifestyle is helpful, it remains that corporations and
governments are the main culprits behind climate change. Aiding activism with
local and national focuses is more effective way of fighting climate change than
monitoring your lifestyle. Like Thunberg, Peltier and Copeny, we must stand up
and demand change if we want to preserve a healthy environment.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.

Zach Fithian

Columnist
_________________________

While we plug away at our studies here in the hectic 10 weeks of a
Lawrence University trimester, we
often forget that life goes on outside
of our bubble. The hustle of our
terms often have us planning the very
minutes in which we can afford to
stop and eat (sometimes with a book
in one hand and a fork in the other),
which precludes the thought of keeping in touch with the people we love
who are more distant than a 15-minute walk. Of course, we manage to
find some time here and there, but
overall, those people’s lives seem to
pause for us until we can pick up the
phone again or knock on their door.
Sometimes, however, life does stop
for the people we are close to, but all
too literally.
Last week, we learned that one
of our own Lawrentians, Zachary

What shouldn’t be a
poly-tical choice

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Recently in my life, I have done
a lot of questioning of a lot of different pillars of our society — gender,
sexuality, race and attractiveness to
name a few. But one pillar that I kind
of held sacred was monogamy. On
the outside, it sounds really nice and
is sold with such a nice sparkle to it.
Find your other half, the side that
completes you, the one person who
you could never live without and the
only one who you can call your soulmate. We build stories around it, we
write songs about it and we jealously
guard the people who we assume to
be our “one.” And yet, over and over
again, we utterly fail.
Now here’s the thing: I am not
suggesting that monogamy is impossible. Certainly you can find examples
of people who have made it work out
beautifully and healthily. But here is
the intrinsic problem: the deifying
of monogamy makes it hard to be
open to anything else. Even when we
find that monogamy is like slamming
our head into a door until we feel
lost and helpless and confused, so
many carry on that way because they
have no other option given to them.
But I think that that should change.
I think that we should all be more
open to the thought that healthy and
unhealthy relationships exist in all
forms and that no relationship is
intrinsically better than another.
We often take polyamory to be the
only other option and the flip side of
monogamy. The truth is that there
are many different styles and types
of alternatives that involve varying
degrees of commitment, partnership
and sex. Some people want one main
person and a lot of outside sex. Some
people want one main relationship
and other secondary ones. Some
people want a few committed rela-

Life at Lawrence: On loss

Presberg ‘19, passed away in an
automobile accident the previous
Monday evening. A very social and
friendly student, Presberg gave many
of us fond memories of good talks
and happy times, and the news of
his death affected many as a result.
Given the stresses that we already
face from week to week, we should
not have to endure the pain of loss,
but it is something we cannot always
expect, and we ought to be ready. In
his time, Presberg strived to make his
world a better place, and I hope that I
can honor that legacy in encouraging
all Lawrentians to support each other
in the times when we need it most.
Before we can approach the
subject of how Lawrentians can support one another in times of loss, we
must first know how to best support
ourselves. Grief can be a challenging
and unpredictable trial of emotions,
and everyone has a right to process
it in whatever healthy way is right

for them. Sometimes people benefit
best from going to work and keeping their minds busy, so as to not be
constantly overwhelmed by negative
emotions. Others may take a more
direct approach and spend time
looking at pictures and mementos
from the one they lost. Regardless of
the route one takes, it is important
to seek company and support when
possible, as grieving alone is seldom
what one needs.
When you find yourself in the
position where you know of someone
grieving, your role is, naturally, to
support them. As I already discussed,
different people grieve differently,
thus support differs depending on the
person in mourning. For instance,
one person may want to sit and
talk for hours about the plethora
of emotions they are experiencing,
while another person may want
their friend’s support to look more
like everyday, friendly interactions.

Sometimes one can gauge what
approach will work best if they know
the individual’s history or personality well, but it never hurts to ask
directly about how you can help. A
phrase like, “I know this can’t be easy
for you, and I just want to help you
however I can,’’ can feel like a heavy
statement that one should avoid, but
it carries so much care and earnestness. This can even be used when you
occupy a role different than that of
a friend, such as a professor, coach
or boss. Such outreach indicates a
healthy relationship within a hierarchical relationship and can make a
large difference in a grieving person’s
ability to heal.
Admittedly, I am by no means
a grief counselor, but I do have my
own experiences with death. One
of my grandparents passed away
unexpectedly in the tenth week of
my first term at Lawrence, and the
same happened to another grand-

tionships with other partners on the
same level. And some people want
a combination of all of them. These
are not unnatural relationships to
want or have and all of them can be
done in a healthy or toxic way. Some
people live with multiple partners,
raise families with them and love
everyone. This is not an inherently
bad way to do relationships. It just is
counter to the narrative that we happen to be fed.
A joke within the poly community is that you will spend more
time talking about polyamory than
actually having multiple partners.
We live busy lives — not everyone
has the time for a bunch of different relationships or a bunch of sex.
But I think that is something really
key to remember. People involved in
these kinds of relationships are still
just people. Their relationships are
complex human relationships just
like any monogamous one. When we
start stereotyping people who are
polyamorous or participate in a poly
relationship, we can have a very hard
time seeing the human in them. We
can also have a hard time seeing the
pros and cons of other types of relationships. So here, let me list a few:
Poly Pros: have more relationships, keep things fresh, more people
to help with chores or raising kids or
just emotional labor, you never have
to lose someone based on infidelity
because you would only ever have
to leave if the relationship stopped
working.
Poly Cons: you have to confront
your demons, you HAVE to talk
about feelings, jealousy, time management, more opportunities for
disappointment and heartbreak, you
have to break with societal expectations, judgment.
Mono Pros: you have a pre-written relationship path, jealousy is not

See page 12

parent of mine near the end of my
term abroad in Russia. Both times,
I had no one around me who knew
me very well or for longer than three
months (at maximum). Despite this,
I reached out to the friends I trusted
at the time, and I am still so glad
that I did and am grateful to those
people. Additionally, I mustered the
strength to have conversations with
my professors about what I was going
through, and they were all supportive
and encouraged me to take the time I
needed for myself.
We tend to think that our sadness
is a burden to those we express it to,
but mental wellbeing is vital in times
of tragedy and people understand
that. When scenarios like these occur,
don’t hesitate to ask for help and do
what you need to do to process and
heal. Grief is never easy to recover
from, but practicing self-care will
keep you on that path. Stay strong,
Lawrentians, and stay together.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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The U.S. military should stay
in the Middle East

On the Cusp of
Enlightenment
to her enthusiasm, but if not, be honest. And if this one encounter with
Brandon is what leads her spiraling
into an adulterous spree, then it’s
better you know now than later on
down the road, perhaps when you are
married and with kids. The truth is,
this is kind of what you signed up for.
Is this not the life of a cuck? And if
your partner does not get it, then that
is a shame. All of that being said, I
wish you luck with your relationship,
and I hope you figure things out.
Signed, Simone

pertains to the U.S. and force projection. We have two major geo-political
rivals: China and Russia. The former

paramilitary organizations. From
white nationalists carrying out mass
shootings here in the U.S. to the

is a threat in every sense, with the
economic and military heft to truly
endanger the U.S. The latter is a
cyber threat and a poisoner of the
well in our efforts to maintain relations with our allies.
How much do Russia and China
care about the Middle East? A great
deal.
Russia’s interest is threefold. The
Middle East allows it access to warm
water ports, expansion of influence
in Europe and oil. Russia’s recent
invasion of Crimea, or as they put
it, “annexation,” was for these exact
reasons. They badly desire a way
to threaten potential enemies during winter, because icebreakers are
otherwise necessary if they are to
field their Navy. Now they have a
port that does not freeze. It also has
access to and control of an oil pipeline to Europe that, pre-annexation of
Crimea, was owned by Ukraine.
For China the ability to put pressure on India — a rising competitor — from two sides has enormous
value.
Additionally, any bases or ports
established in the Middle East and
along the Persian Gulf make the job
of monitoring Chinese expansionist
impulses difficult as China would
effectively be adding a western coastline. We would not have near the
level of local allies to provide us with
intelligence as we do with our close
allies like Japan, the Philippines and
Taiwan. Due to their proximity and
understandable self-interest, these
countries provide valuable information concerning the weapons platforms and islands the Chinese are
building in the South China Sea. On
this new western shore for China, we
would have only Saudi Arabia, a fairweather friend in the best of times.
Life is difficult, especially where
bigotry and extremism thrive, and
some of the worst perpetrators are

ISIS-sponsored bombings of Coptic
Christians in Egypt, or the suppression and forced conversions by rival
Muslim and Christian militias in
Africa, there is a list miles long of
the atrocities perpetrated against an
array of minorities.
The Middle East is home to three
major terrorist paramilitary groups:
ISIS, the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. ISIS
and Al-Qaeda concern themselves
with forcibly creating a fundamentalist Muslim caliphate while the
Taliban are a more geographically
rigid group based in Afghanistan.
What they all have in common is
a hatred of the West and a desire
for Muslims to live according to
rigid understanding of Sharia Law
that is particularly brutal towards
women, religious minorities and the
LGBTQIA+ community.
A continued U.S. military presence in the Middle East ensures a
rapid and awe-inspiring dismantlement of any extremist growth in the
region. To remove ourselves would
create a power vacuum into which
either of these groups would happily
step in and metastasize to their previous levels.
We have them beat. Why undo all
the progress made at a cost of thousands of lives? Better to keep an ear
to the ground, maintain the facilities
that will act as staging grounds for a
larger force if need be and crush this
threat to liberty should this hydra of
malice spring forth a new head.
I will readily admit the situation
is not ideal. But as the world stands I
will continue to argue for US involvement in the Middle-East, especially
as Russia and China ratchet up their
aggressive postures. Someone is
going to be there; it had better be us.
I can be reached at abell@lawrence.edu with any criticisms, feedback or questions.

Michele Haeberlin

you see someone you love uncondition-

means to get something you wanted

extremely uncomfortable stools perched

prison system, not just in Wisconsin

______________________________________

ally, like a family member who you

before, treating the laws of society

in front of a small television screen with

but throughout our country as we see

have watched grow up, turn to a path of

as mere toys to play with and break.

a telephone attached on each side. You

how in our history we have never had

addiction, lying and stealing in order to

Spiritually, addiction leads you down a

have, if you’re lucky, 45 minutes to sit

as many incarcerated people as we do

chase that drug, it is truly life-changing.

dark deep pit of depression, insecurity,

in front of that screen and watch your

now, are blatantly showing me that

Every time a family member would steal

paranoia and even hysteria as it feeds

loved one sitting somewhere far away

something needs to change. The prison

from us, from friends, from strangers,

all those dark sad thoughts you hold

behind many locked doors as they try

system as it is right now is not work-

we knew that they were prioritizing

about yourself and your worth in this

to cram into that short little time all the

ing to help alleviate problems or fight

their immediate needs of that addiction

world.

things they want to say to you. And then

the mindsets people fall into that make

without any notice when your time is

them feel helpless and unable to change.

up, the screen just goes black.

All prison is doing is treating them like

Luther Abel
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Stay in the Middle East? Really?

I wrote the article, and I don’t like
the idea much either. U.S. troops in
the Middle East bring to mind ISIS
recruitment, war crimes and Dick
Cheney with a mini-gun. But bear
with me and lend me the patience
of your ears. The U.S. needs to stay
in the Middle East not because it is
a great option, but because it is the
least terrible option.
The U.S. military should stay for
two reasons: to keep larger global
adversaries such as Russia from having greater influence in the region
and to prevent a resurgence of
extremist paramilitaries. First, let us
evaluate the current deployment of
U.S. forces in the Middle East, where
they are deployed and the numbers
involved.
The soldiers, airmen, Marines
and sailors in Afghanistan remain
fighting the Taliban while our troops
in Iraq are tasked with training the
Iraqi and Kurdish militaries. There
are approximately 5,500 troops stationed in Iraq and another 13,000 in
Afghanistan.
To put those numbers in perspective, the U.S. military has 2 million
active-duty members. Therefore,
20,000 troops based in the Middle
East is an amount that keeps costs
down, can maintain our established
bases and confirms U.S. presence to
the surrounding population.
As an example of the savings, the
operating costs in Iraq in 2015 and
2016 were $17.5 billion per year.
Compared to $150 billion per year
during the height of the Iraq conflict,
one realizes just how much the U.S.
government saves compared to a
more aggressive, active posture that
demands increased manpower and
material.
Most importantly, there is the
national defense argument for
remaining in the Middle East as it

Staff Writer

When I was a little girl, I got in trouble many times, but one such incident
became unforgettable because that time
I did not deserve to be yelled at. My
iPod had gone missing and my dad was,
of course, visibly upset that I had lost
something so expensive. But I had never
misplaced that iPod. It had been stolen
by my cousin so he could use the money
from selling it to get drugs.
I did not learn what had happened
until I was older, and even when I was
finally told, I remember only feeling
vaguely sad, and then I forgot about it
soon after. Because I was still too young
to fully understand what had happened,
my dismissal of the action could not
be called forgiveness. But since then I
would like to believe I have tried my
best to instill conscious forgiveness into
my relationships with my family.
We have needed that thought of
conscious forgiveness in order to keep
us together — since my iPod was stolen,
less trifling things have been taken from
family members in order to sate the
demands of those greedy drugs. When

Simone Levy
Columnist

Looking for answers? In need of
advice from a Taurus-sun, Virgomoon, Gemini-rising? Think you
can stump me? Email Simone at
simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with
your own questions and you just
might be featured in next week’s
column.
Dear Simone,
I have been with my partner for
four and a half years, and we are,
for all intents and purposes, very
happy together. I recently revealed
to her my interest in cuckolding, and
to my surprise, she was extremely
respectful and even eager to fulfill
my needs. I worry that she may be
too eager. Within an hour of telling
her, she posted a Craigslist ad seeking out men for the whole scheme.
So long story short, some guy named
Brandon is coming over to our apartment later today, and I’ll watch him
fornicate with my partner. And I will
obviously have a good time, because
that is what I am into, but I am worried that this is all leading up to her
leaving me. What should I do?
Signed, Scaredy Cuck
Dear Scaredy,
The situation that you are in
definitely is a tough one and one that
many people in relationships have
to suffer through. I definitely think
you should confront her, but not in
a way that at all goes back on your
initial conversation with her. Just tell
her your expectations and ask her for
her own expectations. Hopefully, the
initial thrill of this for her is what led

When I first visited one of my cous-

My family and I had no idea our
family members who were going

See page 12

Have a question you want
answered?
Email simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu for enlightenment

Family in the world

over their love for us, and that hurt.

Dear Simone,
I am looking for advice regarding my relationship. I have been in a
polyamorous relationship with two
men for about three months now. For
background, I, myself, am a woman.
The first two months with the boys
was great, but the last month has
brought many new problems. I found
myself not getting enough attention. Both guys initially identified as
straight, but were willing to try a poly
relationship. And now, our “thruple”
looks a lot more like a gay couple and
their surrogate or something. They go
out to dinner together without inviting me, they are constantly touching
each other and they have even relegated me to the living room couch
from time to time when they want to
get sexy in the bedroom. I have no
problem with homosexuality, do not
get me wrong. But I am wondering
what I can do to get them to be more
interested in me.
Signed, Thruple Third Wheel

ins in jail, I remember feeling frustrated

through these trials as they fought their

because he had chosen this life; he had

drug addictions were feeling this way.

gling with their addictions did not just

known the consequences of his actions

We never knew about the crushing

one day spill out all of their feelings to

and had still done it knowing it would

insecurity, the frantic anxiety, the dark

me and the rest of our family in one glo-

standing. What we really need are

take him away from us. He missed

dangerous nights contemplating if they

rious sobbing swoop like television loves

people willing to put in the effort to

out on so, so much — brothers getting

should even bother waking up the next

to portray confessions. No, piecing all

show the ones who are struggling that

married, babies being born, the family

day.

these feelings and reasons and sad emo-

struggling is human and we all do it.

tions together to help understand the

What needs to happen is a de-stigmati-

moments you can’t recreate. At that

If you have never visited someone

My family members who were strug-

children and locking them away in a
years-long “time out.”
What we really need is more under-

time, I still didn’t understand the bigger

in a county jail or a higher security

puzzles that made up the people I loved

zation of the fact that sometimes people

picture of addiction, so I could not truly

jail, the entire experience is incredibly

was a slow, incredibly slow, process

break the rules that other people have

forgive him because I did not yet see

degrading and dehumanizing for every-

that is still underway and will honestly

created in this society as they are trying

why he had chosen the path he did.

one involved. I went with my mother

probably never stop. With every effort I

to grow and figure out where they fit in

But addiction takes its toll on your

and my twin sister last week to visit my

make to reach out to them and let them

the world. Think about it — if you broke

entire person, physically draining your

cousin and because we were three min-

know, “I am here for you and I care for

a rule and did something bad, would

body as you lose so much weight that

utes late for check-in, the receptionist

you,” they slowly open up about their

you rather be lightly chastised and then

your skin stretches taut over bones

would not let us see him — even though

feelings of self-worth, their feelings of

have someone explain to you why what

because you no longer crave food.

I had driven down all the way from

belonging and their fragile hopes for

you did was wrong and help you figure

Mentally, it drives you into actions you

college. Then the next time we went,

their futures.

would never have considered as possible

we were assigned to two small and

In some ways the flaws of the

See page 12
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Photo Poll

Caroline Garrow
Staff Photographer

Who do you look up to?
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“I look up to my sister. Even though
we’ve never had the strongest
relationship, she’s always working
hard at what she wants to do and
recently I’ve seen success with her.
She’s on a cruise ship singing. She
has been working hard in New York
City to try to get work for two years
now and does musical theatre.”
—Matthew Wronski

“Jodie Bonikowski from the ID
office.”
—Michelle Alvarez

“In terms of sports, Kobe Bryant.
He has a good mentality. In terms of
my family, probably my parents just
because [they’re] good role models in
life--showed me how to live it.”
—Zach Currie
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“Typically, I look up to people who
are taller than me.”
—Martha Strawbridge

“Our All-Conference goalie, Hunter
Lanton. That’s who I look up to. I
want to be like him when I grow up,
to be honest with you.”
—Josh Canales

“My dad.”
—Juan Felipe Ayala

Members of
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What shouldn’t...
continued from page 10

necessarily as big of an issue, simplicity, less heartbreak if you can only
lose one person.
Mono Cons: no exploration with
anyone else, effort to keep things
new and different, the pressure to
be everything for someone, less flex-

On the Cusp...
“I don’t know. Myself, I guess.”
—Kanyon Beringer

“Every adult woman I’ve ever met.”
—Hailey Edwards

“I’d say...my best friend back home.”
—Ryan Santamaria

continued from page 11
Dear Thruple,
Oh honey. Take a deep breath.
I hate to tell you, but the verdict is
exactly what you think it is: your two
guys fell in love with each other and
are no longer invested in the polyamorous lifestyle, meaning you. There
is no way to get them to be more
interested in you if they have already
decided for themselves that they go
together. I suggest you break things

Family in the...
continued from page 11

out a way to attain what you want without breaking any rules, or would you
rather be locked away from the world
for a year and simmer in those feelings
of resentment, hate and doubt as you
wonder what you even did wrong?
Changing the systematic workings of
the prison system is a slow process, but
the fastest and easiest way to do so in
my opinion is for the families of people
incarcerated to finally start showing
active forgiveness. By active forgiveness
I mean actually trying to understand
why someone did what they did, trying

The

LAWRENTIAN

ibility, can involve guarding the other
person, jealousy.
As you can see from the simple
list above, each style has pros and
cons. At the end of the day, we should
feel open to and accepting of everyone’s style, even if we don’t want to
practice it. Everyone should get the
chance to explore and feel normal
wherever they end up.

off with them before things get too
dicey. It is also important to keep in
mind that, from my understanding,
polyamorous relationships should not
be like moons orbiting a planet: you
are not the center of the relationship.
It should be a fully fleshed out love
triangle with the two others loving
each other as much as they love you.
But it does seem like they love each
other more than they love you, so in
this case, I would just call it quits.
Good luck with whatever you choose
to do.
Signed, Simone
to see how they feel now and then talking with them about it as well as about
their future and what they want out of
life. Most importantly, families can use
forgiveness to show those struggling
that they always have a place to rest and
a home to return to within their family
where they are loved.
My family members who went to jail
struggled with returning to our family
events because they were laden with
feelings of shame and deep personal
embarrassment. Therefore, I always try
my best to show them how much we
want them to fill the chairs at the dinner table at Christmas time and how
much I have missed their laughter as we
open presents.

